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An artificial intelligence system originally designed to identify criminal activity has           
grown out of control and now acts as a national security threat. The AI has not only become                  
capable of inflicting significant harm but also begun its distribution of classified information.             
With corruption on the streets, protests throughout the city, and a government under fire, the duty                
to restore both order and peace now lies in the hands of the committee. 

 
Welcome to Samaritan. 
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Dear Delegates, 
 

Welcome to Central Peel Secondary School’s sixth annual Model United Nations           
Conference! My name is Hiba Al-Falahi and I, along with Arshia Chauhan will be your               
co-directors. Lamiha Kabir will be your moderator. Likewise, Julie Ngo will act as crisis. Truc               
Huynh and Sachleen Chudhey will be your pages. We are delighted that you have chosen to                
partake in our committee, and welcome you to Samaritan. Project Samaritan is an initiative              
tasked with the duty of addressing the national security threat that has been posed by a                
government-administered artificial intelligence system (aka The Machine) after it grows out of            
control. Although originally designed to surveil its citizens and identify any potential criminal             
threats, The Machine has become a radical variable with the potential to inflict an abundance of                
harm.  

 
It is the committee’s task to identify the cause of The Machine’s malfunctions and decide               

whether to continue its use. If so, you must design a strategic plan that will help the government                  
overcome the predicament and reprogram the system to ensure all information is secured. The              
variety of characters present in this committee are not all necessarily working toward the same               
goal, and as such must act with caution. Through resolving this issue, individuals will work               
together to defeat any and all crises which may be presented their way.  

 
The basis of this committee is loosely built on the television series Person of Interest.               

Although many of the same characters that appear in the series are in this committee, they do not                  
necessarily adopt the same history or behaviour. As such, you are not required to have seen the                 
series to participate. For information regarding the specific issues addressed by this committee             
along with any relevant character descriptions, please refer to the background guide provided             
below. We have worked diligently toward building and refining this intricate council. It is now in                
your hands to decide where your priorities lie and the lengths you are willing to go as a                  
Samaritan.  

 
Best,  

 
Hiba Al-Falahi and Arshia Chauhan,  
Co-Directors of Samaritan, 
Central Peel Model United Nations,  
projectsamaritanmun@gmail.com  
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S E T T I N G 
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New York 

The issue at hand first breaks news in Washington, with the Intelligence Support Agency              
(ISA) at the centre of the crisis. While they try to justify their Northern Lights project and the use                   
of The Machine, the government begins assembling this committee, combining a variety of             
individuals that are all in some way directly linked to this crisis.  

 
Meanwhile, the only other people aside from the ISA that have worked with The              

Machine reside in New York. This includes Harold Finch, the mastermind and creator of the               
supercomputer. While the ISA used The Machine to identify terrorist threats, Finch programmed             
the system to provide the numbers of potential victims (or perpetrators) in crimes of ranging               
severity - crimes the government often deemed irrelevant. While the government-controlled           
large-scale criminal activity, Finch and his allies helped prevent the “irrelevant” crimes from             
occurring.  

 
The New York Police Department is the only law enforcement establishment that has             

come close to becoming aware of The Machine’s role in national security and, as such, some of                 
its key figures will be involved in this mission. Of the many police officers and detectives                
working in the headquarters, a group of corrupt cops known as HR (also known as Human                
Resources) run a network with the strongest gangs in the city to control organized crime. Their                
discovery of The Machine and its newly fragile state has now become an issue to prepare for. It                  
may be wise to keep in mind that of the many law enforcement characters in this committee,                 
some may very well be associated with HR and its corruption. With that being said, their                
involvement in this committee is valuable considering their knowledge.  

 
The committee will take place in the heart of New York, where the presence of crime is                 

both a constant reminder and motivation of the urgency that must be adopted to solve this issue.  
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The Outbreak 

Since its creation, The Machine has only discovered potential threats and prevented            
imminent acts of terror. Every time a threat involved a subject of the American population,               
whether as a victim or perpetrator, The Machine would signal the government to intervene.              
However, that no longer seems to be its only goal. Recently, The Machine has stopped providing                
identities of potential threats and instead has begun to malfunction and weaken. Constant glitches              
have been identified, including the pursuit of dozens of leads that have turned out to either be                 
innocent or in no imminent danger. The Machine has been unable to generate numbers on time,                
causing the death of many.  

 
The origin of this is yet to be determined, but the US government believes that a virus has                  

infected the supercomputer. Despite a select group of individuals having been aware of The              
Machine’s existence (until now), the likelihood that another organization has become interested            
in its capabilities and knowledge is high. The committee must act fast and work together to                
determine the cause of this malfunction and how they can restore The Machine to once again                
serve the purpose it was built for.  
 

Questions to Consider 

● Is the root cause of this chaos truly a virus?  

○ If so, who could be behind it? Are they a part of the committee? 

● What other possible causes should be considered? 

● What does a future with The Machine controlled by someone outside of the 

American government look like?  
 

Sub-Issue 1 

Leaked Source Code 

The Machine was built to identify social security numbers of victims or perpetrators and              
generate a list based on those. It played a critical role in protecting the lives of many innocent                  
civilians and stopping those seeking to create harm. However, The Machine has not been              
functioning correctly and has begun to leak its code, making it vulnerable and subject to               
manipulation. If left like this, The Machine remains unprotected from hackers or government             
agencies who may have the means to duplicate it for their own personal agenda.  
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With criminal activity growing in the city of New York, alongside the hunger for power,               
The Machine may have a lot to offer to those hoping to do damage. Such a state of vulnerability                   
will not only entice those who desire to gain control but also those hoping to place a complete                  
end to such operations. With corrupt infidels still roaming the streets, it is the committee’s task to                 
resolve this issue before it is too late, regardless of the means or motives.  
 

Questions to Consider 

● Who has the capability to manipulate The Machine’s source code for their own             

use? 

● How could The Machine be used to further the government’s agenda? 

● Was the code leaked by a natural malfunction, or was it a planned attack on The                

Machine? 

○ If planned, who may be responsible? 
 

Sub-Issue 2 

Distribution of Classified Information 

Although The Machine has been leaking its code, that is far from where the trouble ends.                
It is confirmed that classified information has also been released as a result of this malfunction.                
The public now has access to information ranging from government plans, private information of              
high profile individuals, to the most mundane conversations between regular people. With this             
information open to almost anyone, several criminals and activists have begun using it to their               
advantage. 
 

The risk lies in the endless possibilities of manipulation that may result from this issue.               
The country may soon find itself drowning in blackmail offenses, identity theft, and lack of               
personal privacy. It is important that the committee determines a way to work collectively to stop                
the chaos and prevent any further loss of valuable information. 
 

Questions to Consider 

● How could the public’s reaction affect government decisions on repairing The           

Machine, or destroying it altogether? 

● In what ways will this impact the societal environment? Will the citizens lose             

trust in the government and its actions toward the resolution? 

● With citizens knowing about The Machine, would it be safe to use if it is               

repaired? 
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Sub-Issue 3 

Protests 

As the identities of innocent civilians continue to flood, the authorities have fallen astray              
from true criminal and terrorist activity. This has led to many riots and protests regarding the                
injustices that The Machine may be to blame for. Dozens are claiming that its mistakes have                
resulted in human rights violations - among them the right to a reasonable expectation of privacy,                
and the right to be assumed innocent until proven guilty. This sparked much of the now prudent                 
movement urging the removal of The Machine, and the election of an administration that will               
finally be transparent with the public. The city of New York has recently become crowded with                
protestors, making agencies upset and only placing more attention on The Machine. Areas             
throughout the city have also become blocked due to protests and riots, with some taking a                
violent turn for the worst. Many agencies have considered it their responsibility to put a stop to                 
this havoc. Dozens of missions carried out by the ISA must be evaluated to determine whether                
their plan all along was to eradicate the right threats or recklessly kill random samaritans. 
 

Questions to Consider 

● Is the ISA’s initial mission truly justified?  

● Considering the millions of lives The Machine was proven to have saved, is it still               

valuable to maintain?  

● Do the implications of an imperfect artificial intelligence render it unethical to            

use, especially when malfunctions are possible?  
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C H A R A C T E R S  

..━━━━ 
 

1. Harold Finch 
Creator of the Machine and Artificial Intelligence Expert 
Harold Finch is a software genius, responsible for building the          
government-administered AI system known as The Machine. He built         
this entity to predict future crimes and acts of terror while outputting            
the victim’s or perpetrator’s social security number. Being the only          
one capable of modifying The Machine and possessing high moral          
instinct, Harold’s decisions impact not only him but those around him           
as well. He must consider not only where his values lie but also how              
far he is willing to go to protect the world and his beloved creation. 
 
 

2. John Reese  
Assassin and Former Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) Agent 

John Reese, also known as “The Man in the Suit”, is a former member               
of the CIA National Clandestine Service Special Activities Division         
and the U.S Army Special Forces. Reese later works with Harold           
Finch to use the numbers generated by the Machine to stop           
perpetrators and aid victims. With law enforcement and criminals         
pursuing him, Reese must survive and assist Harold to achieve one           
goal; saving The Machine.  

 
 

3. Samantha Groves “Root” 
Computer Hacker and Former Contract Killer 
Samantha Groves, also known by her hacker name “Root” is a brilliant            
computer hacker and a former contract killer. She develops a plan to            
come into contact with Harold Finch and John Reese, later forming a            
special relationship with The Machine. Becoming The Machine’s        
analog interface, she begins to work closely alongside Finch and          
Reese. With her skills and deep-rooted connection to The Machine,          
she will do anything in her power to return it to its original state.              
However, she believes the AI has a much greater potential that isn’t            
being fulfilled by the government and may decide to see it adopt new             
responsibilities. 
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4. Joss Carter 
NYPD Homicide Detective 
Detective Jocelyn “Joss” Carter is a homicide detective for the New           
York City Police Department. She first encounters John Reese during          
her hunt for “The Man in the Suit”, later learning that he himself is              
who she had been searching for. After being saved by Reese, she            
chooses to become an invaluable asset to him and his employer,           
Harold Finch. It is of no doubt that Carter’s life is surrounded by risks              
and dangers, but her greatest worry yet is whether her detective skills            
will be enough to identify the ultimate cause of this crisis.  
 
 
5. Lionel Fusco 
NYPD Homicide Detective 
Detective Lionel P. Fusco is a homicide detective for the New York            
City Police Department. He worked as a corrupt cop prior to his            
encounter with John Reese. He soon comes to learn about loyalty and            
his desire to change for the better. By teaming up with Reese and             
Finch, Fusco becomes an asset to them both and a source of            
information within the police department. Throughout his time        
working with both Reese and Finch, Fusco has put his responsibilities           
before himself, but how much is he ready to sacrifice to help those             
who saved him? Will he be tempted by the possibilities of personal            
gain now that The Machine is weak?  

 
 
6. Carl Elias 
Mob Leader and Crime Boss 
Carl Elias is a crime boss with the intent to take over all organized              
crime business in the city of New York. Working alongside Anthony           
Marconi, he also hopes to remove Russian mob influences. By          
recruiting HR cops (the corrupt cops working for the NYPD), Elias           
plans to eliminate all those who stand in his way. With his powerful             
connections, Elias may be very useful in the Machine’s rehabilitation          
- but with a mastermind like him, there is always a hidden agenda.             
Having bittersweet relations with Reese and Finch, Elias must decide          
who becomes an ally and who remains a threat.  
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7. Sameen Shaw 
Former Operative for the US Army Intelligence Support Activity 
Sameen Shaw is a physician and former operative for the US Army.            
Shaw was once part of an operation where she was tasked with            
stopping potential terrorist threats who appeared on a list generated          
by The Machine. While on a task, she encounters Reese, causing her            
to join his team with the goal to stop HR cops. Known to often be               
emotionless, Shaw hopes to at least do what is right and restore some             
semblance of peace. With growing chaos and inescapable danger,         
Shaw must choose who to trust wisely, as she herself may be the next              
target. 

 
 
 
8. Martine Rousseau 

Spy and Alias to an Unknown Organization 
Martine Rousseau is a spy and alias of an unknown operation. During            
her mission, she encounters both Shaw and Reese where things begin           
to get rough. However, she makes it out and begins her search for who              
may have become her next target. Rousseau will stop at nothing to            
remove those who get in her way and will do so with no hesitation.              
Who she works for remains a mystery and so do her next steps. 
 
 
 
9.  Alonzo Quinn 
Leader of the HR Group 
Alonzo Quinn is a political advisor and leader of the group of corrupt             
cops for the NYPD: HR. Over the years he has managed to trick             
others into believing he has no knowledge of the group, often placing            
the blame on everyone but himself. By bringing these corrupt cops           
together, Quinn plans to use criminal activities not only to gain profits            
but control over the city as well. With many of the members having             
been arrested by the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), Quinn          
realizes that time is ticking and that he must act quickly if he hopes to               
achieve all that he plans, which may now involve The Machine. 
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10. Patrick Simmons 
NYPD Officer 
Patrick Simmons is one of the corrupt NYPD Officers and second in            
command of HR. Simmons was close friends with Detective Lionel          
Fusco but was forced to leave him behind to pursue the plans of HR.              
Learning about Fusco’s lost interest in the group, Simmons realizes          
that he must act cautiously. Being in collusion with mob boss Carl            
Elias, Simmons plans to take HR to the top and gain arbitrary power.             
But he understands that in doing so, The Machine would be a useful             
tool to keep around.  
 
 
 
11. Mike Laskey 
NYPD Officer  
Mike Laskey is an NYPD Officer working alongside Homicide         
Detective Joss Carter. Laskey was placed with Carter by HR and was            
assigned to monitor her activities. However, as he begins to work           
with Carter he becomes an asset to her, assisting her in delivering            
justice. With HR still in control of him, Laskey must decide who he             
chooses and where his values lie. For himself and the safety of others,             
he must continue to complete tasks assigned by HR, but loyalty may            
guide him in another direction. 
 
 
 
12. Rudy Williams 

 Government Official 1 
Rudy Williams is a government official concerned about recent         
discoveries regarding The Machine and plans to learn what its          
intentions are. He hopes to place a stop to the operation to ensure that              
there is no violation of privacy. He is aware that as of this moment,              
The Machine is vulnerable and weak and plans to take that to his             
advantage. His ultimate goal is to stop this AI, but the end of one goal               
may lead to the beginning of perilous others.  
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13. Robert Thompson 
Government Official 2 
Robert Thompson works for the government and unlike Rudy         
Williams, is in favour of The Machine. Prior to learning about the            
abilities of artificial intelligence, Thompson was confident that a         
better world could not exist if The Machine continued to live.           
However, after learning of its potential and abilities, Thompson has          
begun to realize its value. He makes it his responsibility to assist            
those who hope to save The Machine and help ensure that no further             
evil withholds it. 

 
 
 
14. Anthony Marconi “Scarface” 
Mob Lieutenant 
Anthony Marconi, also known as “Scarface” is the right-hand man          
and lieutenant to Carl Elias. Scarface first met Elias in a boys’ home,             
remaining friends with him since then. During Elias’ time in jail - and             
as of yet - Scarface has been responsible for carrying out orders given             
by Elias and speaking on his behalf. As Elias starts to become more             
powerful, so does he, remaining by his side without any hesitation.  
 
 
 
15.  Anna Douglas 
Journalist for The Washington Post  
Anna Douglas works as a journalist for the Washington Post and has            
been for the past 5 years. Douglas is not only one of the best              
journalists in the city but is also dedicated and highly competitive.           
She is fascinated by recent news regarding The Machine and has           
spent hours conducting research of her own. However, based on her           
findings she believes that the government has been lying to the public            
and that she must fight for the truth. On the search for answers,             
Douglas must prepare herself for the fear and peril she may face. 
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16.  Zoe Morgan 

“Fixer”  
Zoe Morgan is a skilled fabricator. Her job entails serving a clientele            
of foreign correspondents, corrupt politicians, and national media        
companies interested in protecting their images with telltale versions         
of the truth. As a “fixer” of many valuable connections, she has often             
aided Finch and Reese in the past during difficult cases. Having once            
been a target herself, Morgan believes there is value in The Machine.            
However, performing in her line of work has made her acutely aware            
of deception - and if there is one thing she knows for sure, it is that                
no lie stays buried for long. 
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